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 After the enormous international success of his debut album, Gurrumul has just released his 
second album – Rrakala. 
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ActIvItY 1 BuIlDIng READIng skIlls

• skimming and scanning for information
• reading headings, sub-headings, text boxes and pictures
• reading for meaning
• making connections between the text and your world

 There are three levels of comprehension questions:
 literal The answer is located in one sentence in the text.
 Inferred You need to make links between text and graphics (such as photographs,    

  illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know. 
 Applied The answer is in your background knowledge, what you already know or feel. 

 shade one bubble.

1. Where did Gurrumul record his album Rrakala? (inferred)

               Australia

               New York

               China

               Korea

2. What is the purpose of beginning this text with a summary of the success of Gurrumul’s 
career? (inferred)

3.  Gurrumul’s manager Michael Hohnen says Gurrumul’s music evokes a universal reaction.

 In this sentence, to evoke a universal reaction means

               it creates a chemical reaction in the universe. 

               nearly everyone who hears his music has an emotional connection with it.

               it makes people want to dance. 

               people are looking for a different type of music.

4.  What is the overall purpose of this report? (applied)
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ActIvItY 2 lAnguAgE convEntIons – spEllIng
 

 the spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.  

 Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.

1. Gurrumrul has acheeved a lot of success. 

2. He has been proclamed Australia’s most important voice. 

 

 Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.

 Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

1. He has receeved high praise.

2. The album was releesed today.
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ActIvItY 3 lAnguAgE convEntIons – gRAmmAR

 shade one bubble.

1.  How does the siffix er change the word sing in this sentence?

 Gurrumul loves to sing and is now a famous singer.

 

 It changes  

               a verb into a noun.

              a verb into an adverb.

               an adverb into a noun.

               an adjective into an adverb.

2.  Which kind of word is angelic in this sentence?

   Gurrumul has an angelic voice.

               verb

               noun

               adverb

               adjective
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ActIvItY 4 lAnguAgE convEntIons – punctuAtIon
 

 shade one bubble.

1.  An apostrophe ( ’ ) has been left out of this sentence.

 Where does the missing apostrophe go?

  Gurrumuls music has made  its way into many households. 

2.  Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

            

    The album pre-sold an amazing 17000 copies.

                The album- pre sold an amazing 17000 copies.

                The album pre sold an- amazing 17000 copies.

                The album-pre-sold an amazing 17000 copies.
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ActIvItY 5 WRItIng A REvIEW
 A Review is persuasive writing that describes a text and makes a judgement about it.

RESPONSE type Social purpose Stages Phases
Review Describes a text and makes 

a judgement about it
context

Description

Evaluation

Background about the 
singer

music style

song lyrics

opinions 
about the text, 
recommendations 

 Write a Review of your favourite music album.

 Remember to:

•  research your topic and plan your writing

•  give examples to support your arguments

•	  write in sentences

•	  pay attention to your spelling and punctuation 

•	  use a new paragraph for each new idea

•	  choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions

•	  check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.


